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More than 160 tales from eighty tribal groups gives us a rich and lively panorama of the
Native American mythic heritage. From across the continent comes tales of creation
and love; heroes and war; animals, tricksters, and the end of the world. In addition to
mining the best folkloric sources of the nineteenth century, the editors have also
included a broad selection of contemporary Native American voices. With black-andwhite illustrations throughout Selected and edited by Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz
Part of the Pantheon Fairy Tale and Folklore Library
The MittenWayland
Whooo . . . Growwwwl . . . Oinnnnk—here are fifteen animal masks that are perfect for
the next play, the next party, or just for when it's nifty to look like something else.
Immensely popular upon its first publication in the early 1980's, these striking masks
will fascinate today's children every bit as much as they did their parents (and don't be
surprised if it's the parents still wearing them!). Made of high quality, laminated card
stock, these brilliantly colored, super realistic masks are pre-perforated—easy to press
out—with holes in place, ready for the included elastic cord that attaches in seconds for
a perfect fit. There's even a storage envelope where the masks can be saved until it is
time to once again become a fox . . . or a vampire. . . or a bear. . . or a . . . the
possibilities are fifteen-fold!
Numbers, numbers everywhere. Can you count along with Bear?
Native American Masks Coloring Book
Wearing Masks While Having Fun
Counting Bears
People of the Masks
Black Skin, White Masks
Masks and Performance with Everyday Materials
Little Bear has lots of fun scaring his friends before Halloween with
a homemade mask, but later, when they all set out for home, they find
that the deep, dark woods are scarier than a mask could ever be.
Beautiful coloring sheets with Koalas for all ages! 30 sheets for
coloring with koalas! Illustrations are printed on 6" x 9" sheets.
Coloring Sheets are beautiful! Perfect for adults and for children!
The images are printed one-sided with koalas on to avoid bleed
through, very suitable for colored pencils. Note that markers don't
work well over coloring sheets grayscale, as they are much more
transparent than colored pencils.
With bears everywhere, a child has to find his special bear before he
can sleep.
"This fascinating little volume explores the stuff that dreams are
made of and the role the pandemic is playing in them. The dreams from
Barrett's survey are riveting vignettes--from terrifying to touching
to hilarious. Her decades of scientific research and clinical practice
inform incisive commentary on what these dreams reveal about society's
response. She offers simple exercises for managing anxieties over
COVID-19 and for inspiring adaption in this unique period of history.
A great read!" -Amy Tan, author of The Joy Luck Club DREAM: I looked
down at my stomach and saw dark blue stripes. I "remembered" these
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were the first sign of being infected with COVID-19. DREAM: My home
was a Covid-19 test center. People weren't wearing masks. I'm taken
aback because I wasn't asked to be a test site. I'm worried that my
husband and son (who actually lives out of state) will catch it
because of my job as a healthcare worker. DREAM: I was a giant
antibody. I was so angry about COVID-19 that it gave me superpowers,
and I rampaged around attacking all the virus I could find. I woke so
energized! Since the COVID-19 pandemic swept around the world, people
have reported unusually a vivid and bizarre dream lives. The virus
itself is the star of many--literally or in one of its metaphoric
guises. As a dream researcher at Harvard Medical School, Deirdre
Barrett was immediately curious to see what our dream lives would tell
us about our deepest reactions to this unprecedented disaster.
Pandemic Dreams draws on her survey of over 9,000 dreams about the
COVID-19 crisis. It describes how dreaming has reflected each aspect
of the pandemic: fear of catching the virus, reactions to sheltering
at home, work changes, homeschooling, and an individual's increased
isolation or crowding. Some patterns are quite similar to other crises
Dr. Barrett has studied such as 9/11, Kuwaitis during the Iraqi
Occupation, POWs in WWII Nazi prison camps, and Middle Easterners
during the Arab Spring. There are some very distinctive metaphors for
COVID-19, however: bug-attack dreams and ones of invisible monsters.
These reflect that this crisis is less visible or concrete than others
we have faced. Over the past three months, dreams have progressed from
fearful depictions of the mysterious new threat . . . to impatience
with restrictions . . . to more fear again as the world begins to
reopen. And dreams have just begun to consider the big picture: how
society may change. The book offers guidance on how we can best
utilize our newly supercharged dream lives to aid us through the
crisis and beyond. It explains practical exercises for dream
interpretation, reduction of nightmares, and incubation of helpful,
problem-solving dreams. It also examines the larger arena of what
these collective dreams tell us about our instinctive, unconscious
responses to the threat and how we might integrate them for more
livable policies through these times. Deirdre Barrett, PhD is a dream
researcher at Harvard Medical School. She has written five books
including Pandemic Dreams and The Committee of Sleep, and edited four
including Trauma and Dreams. She is Past President of The
International Association for the Study of Dreams and editor of its
journal, DREAMING.
Polar Bears Past Bedtime
Bear Counts
The Loneliest Polar Bear
The Mitten
Suqpiaq Masks of the Kodiak Archipelago
BEAR HEAD.

This camp is WILD! Nancy, George, and Bess are attending a three-day
overnight camp at the local zoo. They'll get to spend lots of time with all of
the animals and learn about them too. The best part is, they will be helping
the zookeeper make toys for the animals -- just like real staffers! But when
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the toys the girls make by day are disappearing at night, it looks like
everyone is a suspect! Can Nancy tame this wild case, or will the zoo
animals be without anything fun to do?
A retelling of a fairy tale by Peter Christen Asbjørnsen, in which three clever
billy goats outwit a mean, ugly troll that lives under the bridge they must
cross on their way to a grassy pasture.
Presents step-by-step instructions for creating a variety of masks from
everyday materials.
“A moving story of abandonment, love, and survival against the odds.”—Dr.
Jane Goodall The heartbreaking and ultimately hopeful story of an
abandoned polar bear cub named Nora and the humans working tirelessly to
save her and her species, whose uncertain future in the accelerating climate
crisis is closely tied to our own Six days after giving birth, a polar bear
named Aurora got up and walked away from her den at the Columbus Zoo,
leaving her tiny squealing cub to fend for herself. Hours later, Aurora still
hadn’t returned. The cub was furless and blind, and with her temperature
dropping dangerously, the zookeepers entrusted with her care felt they had
no choice: They would have to raise one of the most dangerous predators in
the world by hand. Over the next few weeks, a group of veterinarians and
zookeepers worked around the clock to save the cub, whom they called
Nora. Humans rarely get as close to a polar bear as Nora’s keepers got to
their fuzzy charge. But the two species have long been intertwined. Three
decades before Nora’s birth, her father, Nanuq, was orphaned when an
Inupiat hunter killed his mother, leaving Nanuq to be sent to a zoo. That
hunter, Gene Agnaboogok, now faces some of the same threats as the wild
bears near his Alaskan village of Wales, on the westernmost tip of the North
American continent. As sea ice diminishes and temperatures creep up year
after year, Agnaboogok and the polar bears—and everyone and everything
else living in the far north—are being forced to adapt. Not all of them will
succeed. Sweeping and tender, The Loneliest Polar Bear explores the
fraught relationship humans have with the natural world, the exploitative
and sinister causes of the environmental mess we find ourselves in, and how
the fate of polar bears is not theirs alone.
A Pancake Surprise!
Elmo's Super School Adventure
Sunset of the Sabertooth
How to Survive as a Shark
Stitched Textiles: Animals
3D Jungle Animal Masks
Craft away with the quirkiest creatures around! Save the drama,
these Llamas are going to whisk you away to your happy place.
Fun and quirky, these furry animals are the latest spirit animal
that everyone is interested in. This book has 15 projects that
will inspire you and make you ready for your own Llamapalooza!
You'll get directions here on how to make Llama Papercraft
ornaments, a Llama piñata, Llama wall prints, Llama finger
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puppets, Llama plushies, Llama T-shirts, Llama greetings cards,
Llama bag and so much more. Both novice and expert crafters will
enjoy this variety of projects. Each craft comes with a list of
all the items and templates that you will need to create your
llama-fueled fun. There's no shortage of ways that you'll be
able to envision these dazzling Llama Crafts?the perfect
activities for any adventurous Llama fan. Great for yourself or
to give as gifts, but you’ll probably want to make them for
both… Get ready to leap for llamas!
Black Skin, White Masks is a classic, devastating account of the
dehumanising effects of colonisation experienced by black
subjects living in a white world. First published in English in
1967, this book provides an unsurpassed study of the psychology
of racism using scientific analysis and poetic grace.Franz Fanon
identifies a devastating pathology at the heart of Western
culture, a denial of difference, that persists to this day. A
major influence on civil rights, anti-colonial, and black
consciousness movements around the world, his writings speak to
all who continue the struggle for political and cultural
liberation.With an introduuction by Paul Gilroy, author of There
Ain't No Black in the Union Jack.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25
years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
The Ice Age is very cool…for two kids in bathing suits! Jack and
Annie nearly freeze when the Magic Tree House whisks them back
to the time of cave people and woolly mammoths. But nothing can
stop them from having another wild adventure—not even a sabertoothed tiger! Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book
for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin
Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader
Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree
House adventures
This book provides a comprehensive examination of the human
face, providing fascinating information from biological,
cultural, and social perspectives. * A complete bibliography of
sources and index of subjects * Includes 100 images, numerous
sidebars, and interesting "pop-out" quotes related to the face
Humorous Funny Comedy Solo Acting Monologue Scripts
A Cultural Encyclopedia of the Human Face
The Moon Dragon (The Secrets of Droon #26)
Animal Faces
Heroes Wear Masks
A Book Inspired by Social Distancing
A hidden door. A magical staircase. Discover the world of Droon! There's no place like home!
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Eric and his friends have finally restored the Rainbow Stairs, but that was the easy part. Now
Gethwing is loose in the Upper World, and the Moon Dragon is causing big trouble. Eric,
Julie, and Neal have to protect their town, but they're up against mysterious creatures,
strangely-behaving parents, and powerful magic. Can the kids stop Gethwing before he
destroys the Upper World -- for good?
Humorous Funny Comedy Solo Acting Monologue ScriptsMonologues included in the
book:THE BIG BAD WOLFBIG ZEROBLESSING IN DISGUISEBONES THE PIRATE GIRLBUG-EYED
CREATURECALL ME DUMPER (male)CALL ME DUMPER (female)CASSANDRACATCHICKCOLD
AND SHIVERYDEAR GODDEATH BY DOLLARSDOWN THE DRAINDUMMYEARLY
MORNINGFANNYFLOWERS FROM PHILFOREVER ON HOLDFUNNY LITTLE FUSSY FACEGIRLS OF
AMERICA, BEWARETHE GIRL WHO BROKE HIS FINGERGOODBYE CRUEL WORLDGOOD DEEDS
AND SUCHGREENIE (THE LAST LIBERAL)GROWING UP IS HARD TO DOHUMPTY DUMPTY
PRIVATE EGG HARD-BOILED DETECTIVEI HATE BUFFETSI NEED DETENTIONIT'S JUST
RIGHTKILL FIRST, GLOAT LATERMASKED MANTHE MASTER OF FART ZENTHE MASTER OF
ROCK! SCISSORS! PAPER!MELINDA STREETMR. MOO IS MADMUGGED IN METROPOLISMY
MASKMY WILLIAM SHATNER MAN CRUSHNEW LOVE FOUNDTHE PAPARAZZI FARTPEANUT
BUTTER FLAVORED TOOTHPASTEPEARLS OF WISDOMPROTECTO (KID HERO)SCHOOL
NEWSPAPERSIMPLE, TRUE, HONEST LOVESLEEPING SPELLSPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
INDIGESTIONTHE SUNDAY GAMBLESYMBOL OF THE REVOLUTIONTAKE IT EASYWAITING ON
THE BRIDEWHERE'S MY PRINCE CHARMINGWHO WANTS TO BE MY BULLYYAR
Easy, Fun and Imaginative Crafts You Can Eat Arena Blake, founder of the blog The Nerd’s
Wife, shares exciting crafts that are made out of your favorite things to eat. Never before
has it been more fun to play with your food! Bring out your inner sculptor with Marshmallow
Playdough, and engage your artistic side with Coloring Book Cookies or Painted Rainbow
Toast. Are you planning a party? Why not make Edible Taffy Balloons to decorate with, or
party hats that are fun to wear and tasty to snack on? You can even transform your favorite
snacks and treats into zebras, lions, giraffes and more. Each project has a difficulty rating
and lets you know if you will need a grownup to help you, making it easy for you to find the
perfect project to spark your creativity using safe, nontoxic (and delicious) ingredients. So
whether you want to build an edible terrace, blast off into outer space or make a cool wizard
wand, Awesome Edible Kids Crafts shows you just how fun it can be to combine crafting and
cooking.
When Nicki drops his white mitten in the snow, he goes on without realizing that it is
missing. One by one, woodland animals find it and crawl in; first, a curious mole, then a
rabbit, a badger and others, each one larger than the last. Finally, a big brown bear is
followed in by a tiny brown mouse and what happens next makes for a wonderfully funny
climax. As the story of the animals in the mitten unfolds, the reader can see Nicki in the
boarders of each page, walking through the woods unaware of what is going on. In this
oversized board book edition, Jan Brett has once again creates a dramatic and beautiful
book in her distinctive style. She brings the animals to life with warmth and humor, and her
illustrations are full of visual delights and details faithful to the Ukrainian tradition from
which the story comes.
Sloth Crafts
Three Billy Goats Gruff
Maurice Sendak's Little Bear: Little Bear Makes a Mask
75 Super-Fun All-Natural Projects for Kids to Make and Eat
Llama Crafts
Smiling From Ear to Ear

Depicts the faces of familiar animals including bear, cat, rabbit, fox, and lion with two
die-cut holes for the eyes of each animal for the reader to look through.
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A young girl named Sadie spends her day playing, reading, making things, and using
her vivid imagination.
With the help of a girl named Wren, Rumbler, the foretold "Manitou Child," escapes
from Jumping Badger, the war leader who killed his mother, destroyed his home, and
kidnapped him in order to seize control of the child of power
This do-it-yourself guide gives detailed instructions for making paper masks — how to
cut, fold, score, model, paint, and decorate them. Make masks of people, clowns, birds,
and animals: lion, cat, dog, fox, bear, monkey, more. 93 black-and-white illustrations.
A True Story of Survival and Peril on the Edge of a Warming World
Corgi Crafts
Giinaquq Like a Face
15 Punch-Out Animal Masks
Anno's Masks
If You Can't Bear Hug, Air Hug

MINE! That's what the very greed bee says to anyone who asks him to
share. While all the other bees work hard to clean the hive and make
honey, the very greedy bee spends all of his time gobbling pollen and
guzzling nectar. One day he finds a meadow full of flowers and decides
not to tell anyone. He spends the entire day buzzing from flower to
flower until...THUMP. The very greedy bee is so full that he cannot fly!
It's getting dark and he doesn't know how to get home unless he flies.
With the help of some new found friends the very greedy bee is able to
return to his hive and has learned that it's best to work with others and
share what you have.
#1 New Release, #1 Best Seller in Children's Safety Books, #1 Best
Seller in Children's New Experiences Book - Making masks less
frightening for children!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years
with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! It's icicle
city…when the Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie to the frozen
Arctic. Luckily, a seal hunter on a dogsled lends them warm clothes.
Unluckily, they get stuck on cracking ice. Will the giant polar bear save
them? Or will Jack and Annie become frozen dinners? Did you know
that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures
for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic
Tree House adventures
Mice overflowing with personality and richly detailed settings make this
a favorite edition of the classic tale. Jan Brett introduces two engaging
mouse couples eager to get away from their everyday lives. But when
they agree to swap homes, they are plunged into unexpected
adventures at every turn. In a story filled with suspense and humor,
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lush green country scenes alternate with the elegant details of a fine
Victorian townhouse, making this a breathtakingly beautiful picture
book.
Faces Around the World
When I Wear My Mask
Koala Coloring Pages: Beautiful Drawings for Adults Relaxation and for
Kids
This Is Sadie
Moose Mischief
Awesome Edible Kids Crafts
An adult shark shows four baby sharks how to hunt using all
six senses, why they can never stop moving, and what the
most dangerous threat to them is. Includes fun facts, a
Glossary of important terms, and photos of real great white
sharks. Full color.
Wintercroft masks have caught the imagination of creative
people and festival-goers around the globe. Designed by
Steve Wintercroft, an artist with a passion for
craftsmanship and conservation, these masks have been used
everywhere from music videos and fashion shoots to theatre
productions and political campaigns. Pop out, build and
wear FOUR Jungle Animal masks in amazing low-poly design. A
PARROT, ELEPHANT, TIGER and MONKEY are included in this
pack! Each mask is beautifully designed with low-poly
graphics on one side and a colouring-in pattern on the
other for a colourful alternative!
Masks are an ancient tradition of the Alutiiq people on the
southern coast of Alaska. Alutiiq artists carved the masks
from wood or bark into images of ancestors, animal spirits,
and other mythological forces; these extraordinary
creations have been an essential tool for communicating
with the spirit world and have played an important role in
dances and hunting festivities for centuries. Giinaquq—Like
a Face presents thirty-three full-color images of these
fantastic and eye-catching masks, which have been preserved
for more than a century as part of the Pinart Collection in
a small French museum. These masks, collected in 1871 by a
young French scholar of indigenous cultures, are presented
for the first time in their complete cultural context,
celebrating the rich history of the Alutiiq people and
their artistic traditions. In addition to the stunning
photographs, Giinaquq—Like a Face includes an informative
text in three languages—English, Alutiiq, and French—in
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order to provide a cross-cultural understanding of the
masks’ traditional meaning and use. This captivating and
revealing book will be an essential resource for anyone
interested in indigenous art and culture.
Cooper has the clever idea of making his mom pancakes for
her birthday, and his friend the moose offers to help. The
moose claims he's the best chef in Alaska, but is he
really? Find out if Cooper's mom is happy about the
surprise awaiting her in the kitchen!
The Zoo Crew
18 Fun & Creative Step-by-Step Projects
20 Fun and Creative Step-by-Step Projects
Packed Full of Inspiring Crafts and Templates
Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?
An authentic array of traditional Native American masks appear in this fun-filled coloring book.
Well-researched and accurately rendered, they derive from ritual and recreational traditions of
American Indians across the continent, from the eastern Iroquois to the western Hopi and the
northwestern Kwakiutl and Tlingit. Each mask is accompanied by a caption identifying its motif
and tribe of origin. Dover Original. 30 full-page black-and-white illustrations. 5 color illustrations
on covers.
Zoo animals from polar bear to walrus make their distinctive sounds for each other, while
children imitate the sounds for the zookeeper.
Join fuzzy bears, flapping owls, and more adorable animal friends as they prove that distance
can't overcome love and friendship! "If You Can't Bear Hug, Air Hug" is an uplifting book of
rhymes for children that explores the creative ways animals might show affection while socially
distancing and delivers a reassuring message of love and resilience.
These crafts will make you appreciate the slower side of things! Try out these adorable crafts
based on the animal that everyone’s talking about! Sloths are fuzzy, endearing, and oh-so-sweet!
No one can resist their adorable faces—especially when they’re the inspiration for a dozen crafts
that will have your sloth-loving friends oohing and aahing. With Sloth Crafts you’ll learn how to
create sloth: Plushies Necklaces Ornaments Bags Brooches Cakes Scarves Masks And more! Both
novice and expert crafters will enjoy this wide variety of projects. Each craft comes with a list of
all the items and templates that you will need to create your sloth-fueled fun. There’s no shortage
of ways in which you'll be able to envision these fantastic sloth crafts?the perfect activities for any
creative sloth fan. They're great for yourself or to give as gifts, but you’ll probably want to make
them for both. Slow down, hang out, and get crafting with Sloth Crafts!
American Indian Myths and Legends
Town Mouse Country Mouse
The Very Greedy Bee
Paper Mask Making
Pandemic Dreams

Superheroes wear masks Come along as Elmo's gets ready to go off to school
and be a mask hero Today is a very exciting day--it's Elmo is heading off to
school, and he wants to be a school superhero Join Elmo as he gets ready like
a hero and learns about wearing masks and hand washing. It's going to be a
SUPER day With the help of Elmo and his mommy, this all new story from
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world-renowned education brand Sesame Workshop will help children combat
school anxiety and understand new experiences like wearing masks, frequent
hand washing, and social distancing. Heroes Wear Masks reminds readers that
it's super to help everyone stay healthy Plus includes bonus tips for grown-ups
in the back
Little Abigail helps children understand why it is so important to wear a mask,
and shows them that wearing a mask shouldn't have to stop anyone from being
themselves... Just like countless children around the world, little Abigail
misses her Grandma and Grandpa. She hasn't seen them for a long time
because of social distancing, but she is willing to wait as long as it takes to
keep them safe. Finally, her mom tells her the happy news: she can visit
Grandma and Grandpa at last! But on one condition - she has to cover her face
with a mask. Abigail has many masks and when she wears them, she can
imagine herself to be anything she wants. In these unusual and uncertain
times, children face many unfamiliar challenges. It is the parents' job to give
them as much support as possible. When I Wear My Mask is a fun and simple
book designed to explain this new situation to children in a non-threatening
way, and show them that life under social distancing is not as scary as they
might think. Children will feel more comfortable wearing their masks once they
understand the importance of protecting their Grandparents, and the rest of the
elderly population who are at greater risk than others.
"If you enjoy arts and crafts and have an insatiable love of corgis (like we do),
then Ellen Deakin’s Corgi Crafts is the perfect guide to spark your creativity
and celebrate the low-rider lifestyle." —Parents of Maxine the Fluffy Corgi,
@Madmax_Fluffyroad on Instagram Step-by-step crafts for corgi lovers
everywhere! Corgis are the cute dogs that everyone is crazy for. From their
adorable faces and their fluffy butts to their Royal connections, Corgis are top
dog when it comes to cuteness and personality. Get your paws on Corgi Crafts
and try out 20 adorable Corgi-themed crafts, perfect for novice or expert
crafters. Each project comes with step-by-step photo instructions. Choose
from different Corgi-inspired projects such as: Keyrings Cushions Hats and
Hoodies Plushes and Cushions Bookmarks Mini Notebooks Masks and Eye
Masks Planters Magnets Necklaces and Bracelets Plates and Mugs Planter Dog
crowns and Accessories Gift boxes Door hangers Rock painting Balloons
String art Everything that you will need to craft each project is listed in the
book along with templates and guides. Both novice and expert crafters will
enjoy this wide variety of projects. They're great for yourself or to give as
gifts, but you’ll probably want to make them for both.
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